Impressive Voice
and Acoustic Guitar
As a singer / songwriter, Jens Stoeter presents himself in his songs, with sharp-tongued lyrics

and pictorial and sometimes humorous portrayals of sometimes even experienced or apparently self-invented circumstances, which, by their nature, could be quite realistic or perhaps
even are. Sometimes German, sometimes English texts are combined with stylistic elements
from pop, rock or even blues. With the songs of Jens Stöter it is worth to listen to the lyrics.
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Versatile and varied
Since 1999, Jens Stoeter has regularly appeared on various German stages.
Whether for city events, gala dinners, Oktoberfest or club events, company events, weddings
or birthdays. The occasions are varied and the passion of Jens clearly:
Enjoy and have fun with the music
and give this feeling to the listeners!
Solo unplugged, Jens can be heard in
restaurants, pubs and bars, as well as
at city festivals, family celebrations and
also in readings and bookpresentations. The event
"Eninschließen & Genießen", which has
been taking place since 2014 at the Advent season, of the small Vogtlandbuchhandlung Reichenbach (Saxony - Germany) has particular significance. It was
the trigger for the CD "Weihnachten, ich
komme!".
With is Band Triob XL the focus is on
danceable song covers from the 1960 to
singing from the gentle ballades in the singing duo to the
powerful Rock'n'Roll, he presents a broad repertoire.

today, With Jens

Ludwig and Co, an unplugged project, originally conceived for bars and pubs, has developed over the past few years with a mix of classic cover songs and own songs into a band
which is suitable to bigger stages as well. The essential feature is the extensive percussion
that has been used since 1999, bringing a unique kind of music style and beeing part of the
setup since the beginning instead of a drumset.

With supporting musicians and above all in the duo with Anthony Scheffler, Jens creates a
musical environment to present the regular song covers as a new interpretation.
As Marc van Gale feat. Jens S., Jens shows his creativity in a completely
different genre - the trance. With the DJ Marc van
Gale tracks with international
appeal arise. Jens
mainly delivers
guitar and acoustic
guitar riffs, solos, or
vocals for the songs,
but sometimes also
plays on the stage to
perform the guitar and
vocal parts live.
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Biography
- with 8 years classical guitar
- with 13 years electric guitar lessons with Rolf Bussalb (tour guitarist by Nigel Kennedy)
- first project: school band "Gefühlsecht"
- from 1997 local blues rock project "No Fear"
- starting from 2001 - today, founding member of Ludwig & Co Band
- from 2007 - today, blues rock Band „Ronnies“
- from 2010 - 2015 Music teacher at the Modern Music school in Zwickau for guitar and bass
- from 2010 - today. guitarist and singer in the project Marc van Gale feat. Jens S.
- from 2014 - today, solo project and the Jens Stöter duo with Anthony Scheffler
- starting from 2015 - today. TrioB XL Band singer, acoustic guitar and bass
- 2016 - producer for the TrioB XL single "Du" and the own productions

- 2014 - TV shows on the bass
with the Paul Wuthe Band
and artists like ...

...Chris De Burgh

... Bernhard Brink
... Nicole
Contakt:

Jens Stoeter, Am Roemertal 1, 08427 Fraureuth, Germany

Telefon:

0049 (0)172 7903902

Web: www.jensstoeter.de

E-Mail: musik@jensstoeter.de

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/jensstoeter.de
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Discographie

- 2011 Single Far Away - Marc van Gale Feat. Jens S

Label: Only Trance Records

- 2012 Album Hand drauf - Ludwig und Co

Label: Eric-99-Music

- 2016 Single Du! - TrioB XL

Label: Phonector

- 2016 Album Weihnachten, ich komme! - Jens Stöter

Label: Phonector

- 2017 EP Marc van Gale Feat. Jens S und Marc Van Gale - Butterfly

Label: Appointed Recordings LLC
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Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/jensstoeter.de
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Videos:

https://youtu.be/sHIAjFy2OOU

Live recordings ans samples:
as Jens Stöter Duo with Anthony Scheffler:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCIqwPKcTEH_DBHqx9ORkzog
with Ludwig & Co:
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCFzDL5URnYFlqtu7TiIwVlA
with TrioB XL:

http://triob.de/partyband-triob-xl-videos/
with Marc van Gale feat. Jens S.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TehSnftKAi8

Pics & Logos
http://www.jensstoeter.de/index.php/de/print-downloads
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